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Many in the central States can drive to New Harmony
which is located 30 mUes west of Evansville, Ind. on 1-64
in the lower Wabash River Valley.
For others, New Harmony is accessible by air from St.
Louts, ChIcago, Indianapolis, and Nashville. The New
Harmony Inn is located about 30 minutes from the
Evansville airport. The inn provides transportation from
the EvansvU1e airport for registered guests freeof charge.

Kenneth Burke Society
National Convention
May 4-7. 1990
New Hannony. indiana
The Kenneth Burke Society will hold its first national
convention, since its founding in March 1984, on May
4-7,1990, at the New Harmony Inn in New Harmony,
Ind. The theme of the conference, "The Spectrum of
Kenneth Burke: In Retrospect and Prospect," encour
ages participants to submit convention papers as weU as
a range of ideas for general sessions, seminars, work
shops, and special evants in traditional or original
formats.
The conference has also been conceived by Sheron J.
Dalley, O1ief Convention Planner, as a "Kenneth Burke
Convivium." Dalley selected the May 4-7 convention
dates because they enable the Society to host a party in
honor of Burke's 93rd birthday on May 5, 1990.
A variety of submissions are invited. PartIcipants are
certainly encouraged to submit papers for this conven
tion. In addition, participants are also especially invited
to submit proposals for seminars, workshops, special
ewnts, and alternative formats which explore issues
related to Burkeian analyses.

The Convention Hotel
Guest accommodations at the New Harmony Inn are
excellent and extremely reasonable. New Harmony Inn
1989 room rates are:
Double Occupancy: $50 per day
Single Occupancy: $40 per day
Room rates in 1990 may be higher.
Meals are not Included in the room rates above. How
ever, depending on the nwnber of people registering
with the hotel, an ewn more attractive room and meal
package may be avaUable.
The New Harmony Inn has 90 bedrooms which will
acconunodate approximately 180 guests. To preserve a
sense of intimacy and group identity, the planning
committee urges all participants to stay at the New
Harmony Inn and to arrange to share a room with a
colleague attending the conference if possible. In the
ewnt that the conference exceeds the capacity of the
New Harmony Inn, motels within 15 to 30 minutes
from the Inn have offered to provide shuttle service.
Information regarding convention rooms and reserva
tions should be directed to: Mona Black, New Harmony
Inn, P.O. Box 581, New Hannony, IN 47631; tele
phone (812) 682-4491.

Submission Dates
PartIcipants can utilize two subrn1ssion dates. For
those at an exploratory stage in the dewJopment of an
idea or a format, preliminary submissions (due on Sept.
1, 1989) will receive detailed attention and feedback.
Anal submissions for all convention papers must be
received no later than Jan. 1, 1990.
.
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Preliminary Submissions
Preliminary submissions allow participants to receive
feedback and reactions to an idea or proposal before it
takes final form. The planning committee encourages
participants to take advantage of this preliminary
submission process. Not only will it allow for reactions
to new ideas and proposals, it will also permit more
effective planning.
An prelImInary convention ideas and formats as well
as all seminar, workshop, special ewnt, and alternative
format submissions should be directed, no later than
Sept. I. 1989, to: Sheron J. DaUey, Clair, Burke
!fdety Convention Planning Committee, Department

The Convention SIte
New Hannony, Indiana is an appropriate site for this
conference. It was founded in 1814 by mJl1enlalists as
an experimental utopian colony. Ten years later
Scottish industrialist Robert Owen and phUanthropist
William Maclure dedicated the community to the pursuit
of the highest intellectual, cultural, socta1, and educa
tional ideals. Today this historic town provides an ideal
location for Burke scholars to pursue their own Ideas in
peaceful and picturesque surroundings.
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Essentla11y that because I read everywhere an
attempted triwnph of man over situation; the aspiration
to assert his own humanness over the shackles of nature
and convention. Ambiguously that because Burke
Convention Papers
makes scenes both In the sense of posing (acting the
Four copies of all final convention paper submissions
clown, erecting symbolic masks, relishing in felicitous
should be directed, no later than Jan. I, 1990, to:
distortions) and imposing (unmasking, making a mark,
James W. Chesebro, Chair, Burke Society Selection
defying death).
Committee, Department of CommWlication Arts and
Having begun on a personal note, let me also take
Sciences, Queens CoUege of CUNY, Rushing, NY
note of the scene of my conwrslon. It was the Pheas
11367. Participants submitting convention papers will
ant Run Conference on Rhetoric, and my persuader, a
also have their submissions automatlca1ly reviewed for
fellow member of the Task Force on the Advancement
possible inclusion In the volwne to be published follow
and Refinement of Rhetortcal CrIticism, was RIchard
Ing the convention, to be edited by James W. O1esebro.
Gregg. What made Gregg's job a bit easier was that no
one else at the tIme-not the sclentlflcaUy oriented
Conference Schedule and Fee
The conference will begin at 3 p.m. Friday, May 4,
persuasion theorists nor the classlcaUy oriented rhetort
with a special plenary session and keynote speaker.
ctans--seemed at au able to make rhetorical sense of
The last scheduled programs at the conference wlIJ end
the protests of the time. The only contributor to the
at 3 p.m. on Monday, May 7. The conference fee is
earlier Wingspread Conference on Rhetortc who
$40, payable to the Kenneth Burke Soclety.
discussed the rhetortc of conflict In any detan was Hugh
Dalziel Duncan-and he was a protege of Kenneth
Burke! Significantly, the leading Speech types at both
conferences didn't so much as breathe Burke's name.
The person whom Donald Bryant had earlier called that
"famous upstart" was evidently too subversiw for those
trying to contain an intellectual crisis within their own
midsts..
I don't think there is any doubt but that Burke has
Herbert W. Simons
had enormous Influence these last 17 years on rhetort
Temple Unlwrslty
cal criticism. Looklng back on the Task Force report,
we can better appreciate why that is so. RUMlng
Herbert Simons was co-organizer, with Treuor Mella,
throughout the report is the call for an expansion of the
of the Templ~CA Conference on -The Legacv of
scope of CrIticism-from platform address as delimited
Kenneth Burke, • at which the Kenneth Burke Society
object of study to virtually au human acts and artifacts.
was founded. A uerslon of this essay was presented
Spectftca11y emphasized was the need to study mow
at the 1987 CSSMSCA conuentlon In St. Louis.
ment rhetoric, mass mediated messages, and what
Portions of the essay appear In the Introduction to
nowdays is being called the rhetoric of the human
The Lesacv 01 Kenneth Burke, eds. H. W.
sctences. These, it was argued, could best be studied
Simons and T. Mella (MadIson: Unluerslty of Wiscon
through a combination of personal InwlYement and
sin Press, 1989).
crtttcal detachment. CrIticism, ..... suggested, lhouJd
both Inform and be tnfonned by theory. Alwaystt
The question, What has been the promise and the
should link the particular with the general, enabling
accomplishment of BurkeJan criticJsm since the 70s, has
teachers of public address, for example, to lam from
wry personal meaning for me for it was In 1970 that I
crttlc1lm
In centering upon genres, problems, lUUes, and
was flnaUy persuaded to read Burke with an open mind.
rl1etorScaI
functions.
On first reading I'd found Burke to be pedantic, a~
Does
the
foregoing seem unproblematic today? I
struse, disorganized, and worse yet, lIUCIenUfJc. It was
think
it
does
In
large measure because of KIM.th
not for nothing that rd spent the first 15 years of my
Burke.
Said
Simons,
Mechling, and SChreier in their
career as an empb1c:a1ly oriented communication
essay
on
movement
rhetoric
for the Handbook 01
scholar. My persuader convinced me to hang loose
RhetOrical
and
CommunicatIon
TMory,
when I read Burke. Be a conceptual swinger, he said.
AUow yourself the freedom of moving with and some
Probably the major factor accounting for the
times beyond his Ideas to their logical and imaginative
shift away from atheoretical, c1au1ca1-hlltortcal
I1m1ts.
IchoIarshlp in the atudy of rnouernents was the
Later I was to characterize Burke as essentially and
belated dl5coYery by rhetoricians of the writings 01
ambiguously a maker of leenes.
Kenneth Burke....Burke helped lay the ground·
of CommWllcatlon, indiana State University, Terre
Haute, IN 47809.

Promises and Results
of Burkeian Rhetorical
Criticism ..
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everyone agrees that Burke has been, in Hayden
WhIte's terms, a "crltI.ca1 pathfinder," although not
everyone agrees on what paths he has found. Burke
has been credited with being the chief architect of the
New Rhetoric, the inwntor of dramatism, a forerunner
of French structuralism, and a prefashlonable decon
structionist. Lentricchla recently likened Burke to
Roland Barthes' critical structuralism, and praised him
as well for his exemplary sense of the relationship
between criticism and social change. Far from being
the ldeoIoglst-tumed-methodologlst whom Phlllp
Wander chastised, Burke remains for Lentricchla the
Ideal literary intellectual, testimony to the power o(
criticism as a Gramsclan counter-hegemonlc tool.
WhateYer Burke's place in the pantheon of contenc}
ing critical theories, I think It safe to say that an under
standing of Burke provides a route into those theories, a
vehlc1e through which to render them inte11lglble. For
many of us at least, Burke has been the middleman, the
bridge between traditional rhetorical theory and criticism
and the difficult but nevertheless Important Ideas of Paul
RIcouer, Jurgen Habermas, Jacques Derrida, Michel
Foucault, Paul de Man, and the like. Years ago, for
example, at a conference on metaphor organized by
Michael Leff and Gary Cronkhite, I had occasion to
hear Paul de Man discuss the tropologlcal character of
truth claims. De Man's arguments lmmediately brought
to mind Kenneth Burke's paradox of substance and
master tropes. incidentally, de Man was not surprised
when I brought up Burke's name. It's astonishing, he
said, that whJJe Europeans seem rarely to haw heard of
Burke, in the United States It Is Burke they most often
name in connection with his own kieas.
All this is not to say that the world of literary/rhe
torical theorists and critics has been thoroughly
BurkIfled, or that the general run of Burkelan criticism
compels serious attention. WhUe Burke has for many of
us been a route into other dlfflcu1t theories, the fact Is
that his own Ideas are anything but simple to compre
hend. Although Burke's credentials as a virtuoso reader
haw been vouchsafed by the llkes of Auden, Hyman,
Bloom, and Booth, readers of Burke express difflcu1ty at
putting his Ideas together coherently, let alone figuring
out how to do what he does so well. A source of
endless frustration for Burke is the charge -1eYelled by
Jamieson and others - that he Is Idiosyncratic to the
point of being eccentric or perverse. The problem,
perhaps, Is not that Burke Is lacking (or system; rather,
. that he has Invented too many of them, often blowing
to smithereens kieas that he had earlier been at pains to

work for generic theory with his work on literary
and rhetorical forms. Burke's theory of drama
tlsm and perspectlve by Incongruity helped critics
to forge IJnks between seemingly different m0ve
ment rhetorics. By extending the scope of rheto
ric to Its farthest reaches, Burke enabled rhetori
cians to glimpse rhetorical motives, methods, and
meanings that had previously been Ignored. Itwas
Burke who saw in language Itself the myriad pos
sibilities for Ideological (onnatlon and transforma
tion, identification and dMston, order and disor
der, affinnation and negation, mystiflcatlon and
demystlflcation. It was Burke who recast numer
ous soda1 and political phUosophers both as rhe
torical theorlsts and as rhetors and helped show
their influence on the history of social Il'lOWment.
In his ana1ysls of Meln Kampf, Burke provided a
model for rhetorical criticism of a movement's
discourse. (1984, p.803)
Much the same could be said about Burke's contribu
tion to other arenas of rhetorical theory and criticism.
Oifford Geertz credits Burke's writings on dramatlsm,
rhetoric, and dialectic with having had a major Influenceon
the current "reflguratlen of social thought," a shift, as he
puts It, "in ana1ytical rhetoric, the tropes and Imageries of
explanation." At my conference on Case Studies in the
Rhetoric of the Human Sciences, DUlp Gaonkar character
Ized Burke's "Traditional PrInciples" essay in A Rhetoric
of Motives as a rescue operation, an attempt at extending
rhetoric's reach and reclaiming Its history without at the
same time depriving It of Its "mereness," Its lack of
eplstemic or substantive grounding, Its status as a Der
ridean supplement. Other contemporary writers, says
Gaonkar, haw found rhetoric's formal emptiness intoler
able, but in seeking to provide It with a grounding, they
haw denied It Its unique potential as a critical perspectiw
on other disclp1lnes. Gaonkar sing1es Burke out as one
who has not sought to remake rhetoric into something
more respectable. To the contrary, his rescue operation
invo1Yes "a return of the repressed," a confrontation with
rhetoric's sophistic side. Said Gaonkar, Burke has helped
Insure a future (or the "rhetorical tum" in the human
sciences by glvlng It a past. Without considering Gaonkar's
intriguing case in detail, I think It can be said that Burke's
reconceptuaJizatlon of rhetoric's nature and scope, as well
as his reconstitution of Its history are far more compatible
with current thinking about the human sdences than Is the
traditional view. The reconceptuaJizatlon takes rhetoric
well beyond the artfflcla1 confines Imposed upon It by those
neo-Arlstotellans who haw sought to tame It, Platonlsts
who haughtily dlsmlssed It, and post-Fnlightenment schol
arswho generally managed to ignore It or emasculate It.
Oosely related to Burke's contributions to the
"rhetorical tum" in the human sciences has been his
influence upon contemporary critical theory. Practlca1ly

construct.
Does this mean that Burke's Ideas don't add up; that
Burkelan theory is inconsistent? Very possibly, though
few rhetorlcal critics have put that question to a test.
Typlca11y they draw upon some small part of Burkelan
theory for their crltlcaJ purposes, and they do so uncritl
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rlsts, this so that his contributions and theirs might
better be understood and evaluated. This may well be
the main contribution of our own book on Burke's

cally. Sometimes Burkelan concepts are used formulaI
cally, and not uncommonly they are employed as mere
substitutes for simpler, more famUiar vocabularies.
These, I suspect, are complaJnts that can be leveled at
applications of every critical theory.
Still, the best of our criticism Is worthy of far-reach
Ing attention, and It tends, more often than not to draw
sustenance from Burke. Whlle any number of Burke
oriented critics could be cited as exemplary, I want to
pay specJal tribute here to the work of Janice Hocker
Rushing, for it illustrates a number of things that In my
mind need gready to be encouraged.
Arst, Rushing has engaged In a consistent program
of crlticIsm, one, moreover, that justifies the extended
attention she has given to it by the significance of the
Issues she addresses and the wlue of the Insights she
has accrued. RushJng has been concerned most
centra1ly with our idea of the frontier as manifested In
Ho~ fihns. Her selection of media artifacts might
seem mundane, even trMal, but she uses them expertly
to teU us a good deal about ourselves as a culture, and
about the relationship ~tween culture and poUtics. We
learn, for example, about the cultural logic that unites
Urban Cowboy and Ronald Reagan. We learn why
both are ultimately wrong for our culture, just as, In
another context, we discover why The Right Stuff
offered the wrong vision of our place In space. We
learn also how the rhetoric of SOl Is poised on an
ambiguity between new myths of space-as-frontler and
old ones, a juncture which In Burke's terms, provides all
manner of alchemic opportunities.
Second, Rushing moves synecdochically between
the general and the specific, theory and practice, deep
structure and surface sbucture, macrocosm and micro
cosm, langue and parole. No choice Is made between
theory for the sake of criticism or criticism for the sake
of theory because none needs to be made; each Informs
the other.
Third, Rushing makes judicious use of Burke and she
does so creatively and ref1exJvely, calling attention to
her methods. Unlike too many Bt1J'k«>rlented critics
who treat the pedantic terms ambiguously, Rushlng,like
Burke, has been Interested In them as "resources of
ambiguity." By implication, she seems to suggest, the
pentad Is best used as a comparative tool. Ukewise,
Rushing is willing to make only limited application of
Burkelan dlalectlcs, apparently taking Issue with the
master on the necessity of dialectical transcendence.
This, I will suggest, Is as it should be. Whereas Rush
Ing's assessment of what she calls the "new" space
myth Is Burkelan enough, the Western myth, she insists,
cannot truly synthesize and thus transcend its polar
oppositions.
By way of conclUsion, I offer three suggestions for
future Burkelan criticism. Arst, we need re-readings of
Burke In Ught of recent writings by other critical theo

legacy.

Second, we need more essays like Rushing's that are
self-conscious about methods without getting formulaic.
J am reminded In this connection of a conversation with
Bill Rueckert's former editor at the University of Minne
sota Press. He insisted that what the world needs most
Is not more talk about Burke, but a book of exemplary
essays of Burkelan criticism that can teach others how
to do what KB does so well.
AnaIIy, we need more essays that don't simply apply
Burkelan concepts but also test them In the process.
Burke himself has fairly begged to be ~haggled with,
but he has had few takers from within Speech Commu
nkation or, according to Victor Vitanza, from within
English departments as well. Is the Burke of dramatlstlc
theory consistent with Burke the logologlst? Is the
sclentlstlc Burke of his International Encyclopedia
article on dramatlsm consistent with his Introduction to
dramatlsm In the Grammar 0/ Motives? Is the comedic
Burke consistent with the morally outraged Burke who
declaims about "counter-nature"? Is the tropolologlcal
Burke consistent with the Burke who insists on the
literal status of dramatlsm? Where In Burke's scheme of
things lli power, other than symbolic power? Where are
other conditions of existence that are not simply
constituted by symbols? Where Is communication of the
Interactive kind, as opposed to speeches, writings, and
the like? How representative are Burke's representative
anecdotes about movements and religion? Do they tell
us more about Burke's upbringing than about language
or culture In the large? How applicable Indeed are
Burke's concepts to other cultures?
These are but a few of the questions that need to be
addressed by critics as anxious to test Burkelan theory
as to apply it. Addressing them will not undo the
greatness of Burke's contribution, and it may weD serve
to enhance it.

New Publications
The editors of Horns 0/ Plenty, Bill and Yolanda
Butts, announce that their Issue "Kenneth Burke:
Writer, Critic, Philosopher," Is now available. This
speda11ssue tnc1udes a review of new "Burke" books, a
Burkeian lexicon, and a number of essays from
established Burkelan scholars. Subscription rates for
Horns 0/ Plenty are $15 for individuals and $20 for
Institutions. The single Issue price for the special
Kenneth Burke Issue Is $4. Checks or money orders
should be made payable to Horns of Plenty and ma:led
to: Horns of Plenty, 2041 West Farragut Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60625.
4
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Clarification of Address for Membenhip Fees
Perhaps the membership form in the last newsletter
brought about a bit of confusion. Although membership
fees sent directly to the treasurer will always be credited,
bookkeeping is expedited if membership fees, whether
from new members or from those who are renewing,
are sent to: Professor James Chesebro, Chair, Member
ship Committee, Kenneth Burke Society, Department of
Communication, Queens College of CUNY, Rushing,
NY 11367. 01ecks should be made payable to the
Kenneth Burke Society.
Professor Chesebro maintains the KB.S. mailing
list, and relays the checks to the treasw-er. Appropri
ately, we strIYe to be a well ordered organizationI
On behalf of the Kenneth Burke Society, I take this
opportunity to thank Professor Mary Evelyn Collins for
her work in editing the KB.S. newsletter for the past
three years, and to thank Professor Dale Bertelsen for
succeeding her as newsletter editor.
Don BlD"ks
Treasurer
You are cordially invited to join the Kenneth Burke
Society. Formed in 1984, the Kenneth Burke Society
now has branches in tbe Speech Communication
Association, Central States Communication Association,
Eastern Communication Association, and Southern
States Communication Association. The Kenneth Burke
Society annually sponsors convention programs and
seminars at all of these conventions.
In addition, this Is a particularly exciting time to join
the Kenneth Burke Society. The Newsletter Is moving
to a biannual publication schedule, and the May 4-',
1990 national meeting of the Kenneth Burke Society Is
currently being planned.
I look forward to hearing from you.
James W. Chesebro
Clair, Membership Committee

====Regional News =========

The Central States Chapter of the Kenneth Burke
Society will offer two panels Friday, April 14, at the
Central States Communication Association Convention
in Kansas City, Mo.
Morning Panel Session:
"Burkeian Interpretations and Applications"
(competitive papers)

Afternoon Panel Session:
"Burkeian Analyses of the 1989 Inaugural Address"
Karlyn Kohrs Campbell
David Ung
Bruce Gronbeck
Moderator: Don Parson
The Eastern Communication Association Chapter of
the Kenneth Burke Society wlll offer two panels at the
Eastern Communication Association Convention in
Ocean CIty, Md.

Friday, May 5, 2:30 p.m.-3:45 p.m.
"Burke's Concepts of Scene, Motlw, and Reality"
Dale A. Bertelsen
Janis L. Edwards
WaiterJost
Chair: Judith S. Trent
Respondent: James W. Chesbro
Sunday, May', 10:30 a.m.-ll:45 a.m.

"Kenneth Burke: Arst of All, A Poet"
Marcia Godk:h
Dale A. Bertelsen
Mary Mino
James Perry
Clair: Marcia Godich
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KENNETH BURKE SOCIElY
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State:
For a two ,ear membenhlp In the Kenneth Burke Sodetv,
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mall thll form and a check for $5
made payabl. to the Kenneth Burke SocIety to: Prof.lOr
W. Ch. .bro, ChaIr, Membenhlp
Committee, Kenneth Burlce SocIety, Department of Communication, Queena CoDege of CUNY,

Fluthlnll' tiY 11867.
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Officers of the
Kenneth Burke SocIety

SCA Branch
Chair of the 1989 and 1990 SCA Conwntions:
James F. Klwnpp
Department of Communication Arts and Theatre
UniYersity of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
(301) 454-6215
Program Planner for the 1989 &:.A Convention:
Bernard L. Brock
Department of Speech Communication and JoumaIism
Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48202
(313) 577-2946
Program Planner for the 1990 and 1991 SCA Conwntions:
J. Clarke Rountree
Department of Speech Commmication
University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602
(404) 542-2836
Recording Secretary for the 1989 and 1990 &:.A Conventions:
Richard A. Thames

Department of Speech, Communication, and Theatre
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA 15282
(412) 434-5077
Newsletter Editor for 1989 and 1990:
Dale A. Bertelsen
Department of Communication Studies
Bloomsburg University, Bloomsburg, PA 17815
(717) 389-4630
National Kenneth Burke Society Chief Convention Planner
for 1990:
Sheron J. Dailey
Department of Communication
Indiana State University, Terre Haute, IN 47809
(812) 237-3245
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Kenneth Burke Society Membership and Mailing Ust
maintained by:
James W. Chesebro
Department of Comnumlcation Arts and Sciences
Queens College of CUNY, fi.tshlng, NY 11367
(718) 520-7355

Treasurer:
DonM. Burks
Department of Communication
Purdue Unlverslty, West Lafayette, IN 47907
(317) 494--3429
,

The Kenneth Burke SocIety Newsletter Is published '"
biannually under the auspices of the Kenneth Burke
Society, and printed through the Department of
Comnumlcation Studies by Dupbcating ServIces at

Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania. Readers are
encouraged to "join the fray" by submitting letters,
abstracts, or manuscripts that promote the study,
understanding, dissemination of, research on, critical
analysis of, and preservation of the works of and about
Kenneth Burke. The Kenneth Burke Society is a non
profit organization Incorporated In the State of New
York, 1988.
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